
Score____           CHAPTER 11 STUDY GUIDE    NAME________
Fill in the blanks as you study the chapter.

11. 1 ENERGY IN ITS MANY FORMS

Forms of Energy
A moving object is able to change_______	and its____________	. Moving objects have________	energy.
This energy comes from stored energy that is called___________	energy. Energy is transferred to an object
When______________	is done on the object. The amount of potential energy an object has depends on the
object's_______  _________ or_____________.

Doing Work to Change Kinetic Energy
An object's kinetic energy is proportional to the_________	of the object. Kinetic energy is also proportional
to the square of the_________	. The equation used to calculate kinetic energy is______________	. The unit
used to measure kinetic energy is the________________	. Increasing the amount of work done on an object
_______________the amount of kinetic energy the object receives. According to the work-energy theorem, the_________	done on an object is equal to its____________	in kinetic and potential energy. The net work
done on an object is positive if the net force acts in the_____________	direction as the motion. If net work
is positive, the object's kinetic energy____________	. The net work done is negative if the net force acts in
the__________	direction to the motion. If the net work is negative, the object's kinetic energy

Potential Energy
In a moving object, kinetic energy can be changed to____________	energy and then to__________	energy.
The total energy of the object is the sum of its__________________	and_______________	. When a ball is
thrown in the air, all of its energy is___________	energy at the start of its flight. This energy is changed into
_________ energy. When the ball reaches its highest point, its speed is__________	. At this point, it has no
_________energy, only________	energy. As the ball falls downward, its speed__________	and_________
energy is changed to______________	energy. The equation used to calculate potential energy is_________
In this equation, h stands for________________	, which is measured against another position, called the_________ This formula is only valid if acceleration is


11.2 CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Systems
In a closed, isolated system, objects do not_________	or______	, and no___________	forces act on the sys
tem. Under these conditions, the law of__________________	states that energy can change________	,
but the total amount of energy is____________	. According to this law, energy cannot be_____________	or
. In a closed, isolated system, the sum of the potential and kinetic energy of an object can be called the____________________	energy. If there is an increase in an object's kinetic energy, there will be
a(n)__________	in its potential energy. The_____________________	motion of a pendulum can show the
law of conservation of energy. When the pendulum bob is raised to start the motion, it is given___________
energy. As the bob moves downward, the amount of______________	energy increases. At the lowest point
of the pendulum bob's swing, it has zero_____________	energy, and the maximum amount of
energy. As the pendulum bob swings upward, the potential energy_______________	and the kinetic energy
__________	. The pendulum eventually stops swinging because of______________	between the_ pendulum
and the_______	. The pendulum's energy is changed into another form,________________, and the
 pendulum bob would be___________to the touch. According to Albert Einstein,_______is another form of 
potential energy, called its__________	energy. If an object is distorted, the energy that is used to distort the
object increases the object's__________	slightly.

Analyzing Collisions
When two objects collide, their____________	change slightly. In this change, kinetic energy is changed into
_________energy. After the collision, the energy is changed back into_________	energy. If________	of the
kinetic energy that was present before the collision is changed into kinetic energy again, the collision is said to be elastic. In this collision, momentum is_________________	. If	_______of the kinetic energy that was
present before the .collision is changed into kinetic energy again, the collision is said to be inelastic. Some of the energy is changed into____________________	. In an inelastic collision,momentum is_______________





